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Cherrypicking lyrics from a web site's tag cloud, with reverb, double it, and a latency tweak: The reverb was created using the

SPL Transient Designer. The pitch shift is a classic phase reverb which can be found in much of the software plug-in and
hardware. The polarity was added manually in the mixer. The effect of adding the pitch shift and reverb was to result in a

polyphonic signal with strong low end. The result of the above is that the Ukelele takes on a rich high end and deep low end.
The same effect is used for Drums. The drums themselves are sourced from a Matt Smith virtual drum machine set for kick and
high hats. The kick is barely there, as it would be in a hardware synth, and the high hats are just the open/close gain of an ADSR

envelope. The result is that the kick and high hats are huge. See also Transient Designer Tom Oberheim External links
Category:Audio effects Category:Software synthesizersQ: Android Drawable transparent image not displaying I am using

Drawable to try and add a small black/white icon over a list view item. I'd like the list item to have a list icon, which in turn has
a black/white bitmap within it. This black/white bitmap must be transparent, otherwise the list view item won't display (or at

least appear to). I'm not sure why but nothing is being displayed in the emulator. The code as follows private Drawable
getIconForItem(int id) { int iconId = 0; switch(id) {
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